
GRACE & MERCY

2-07-17
HH)  My abiding Mercy is upon you;   allow it to cover and fulfill its purposes;   

2-13-17
HH)  abound;   My Mercy abounds;   watch it at work;   exist in it;   absorb it;   allow it to 
work in you, for you;   allow it to light your way;   My Bride, My Bride is Merciful;   full of 
Mercy;   cherish My Mercy;   it adds to life;  beautiful wisdom coming from you; silence;   
trust Me;

2-14-17
HH)   allow Me;   allow, allow, allow Me;   your Master, your King;   (did w/ ANJ)  DDDR;   
(Lord, I desire to be equally committed to You. )   yes, yes;   (Suddenly, I knew that 
commitment was going deep into my belly.)   into your foundation;  silence;   continue, 
continue, continue, with Mercy;   gain its fullness;   (I saw DDDDR in the following shape          
______  only the lines were connected.

      __l      __l      
                         1_       l

          l___l
           I knew it was a picture of Mercy 

showing I didn't know its fullness yet.  Somehow commitment and Mercy are linked.)   
That's correct;   the truth shall unfold;   receive;   (Yes, Lord, gladly I shall receive.)   see 
it in sync;   see it all in sync;

5-01-17
HH)  sit and receive;   Cloak of Mercy;   My Cloak of Mercy is now upon you;   wear it 
receiving and giving Mercy;  

6-25-17
HH)  Mercy, Child;   tender My Mercy;   be it ongoing;   slacken not;   stalwart;  My 
Chosen, be even more stalwart;   so determined;  

7-12-17
HH)   Mercy,   render Mercy when, where, and how I say;   be alert to this task;  

7-17-17
HP)  tender Mercies, tender Mercies;   My Praises carry tender Mercies intertwined in 
them;   keep pushing, pushing, pushing;   slack not, My Children

7-26-17
HP)  Mercy, Mercy;  be ready for tending Mercy;   revelation power of Mercy;   yes, 
understanding;  be receptive to My understanding for you of Mercy;   (Yes, Lord. I 
choose to be receptive of the understanding of Mercy You have for me.)   limited 
sharing, Child

7-29-17



HP)    tender Mercies;   send them forth, My Child;  (Under the instructions of Almighty 
God and w/ANJ, I send forth tender Mercies to all nations.)   be it so, Child, be it so;  
send forth Mercies for a time

9-04-17
HH)   Child, be Merciful;   My Children, you must be Merciful;    how else will the babes 
and the lost know and recognize Mercy;   tend, tend;  

9-30-17
HH)  tender Mercies;   upon you;   allow;   (Father, w/ANJ I AAI tender Mercies upon 
me.)

10-04-17
HH)    My hand of Mercy I give thee;   enjoin with Me to minister;   (Father, w/
ANJ I AAI enjoining with You to minister as You deem.)   so be it;   expect, 
expect;   yes, even miracles;


